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Sammy D Foundation
Sammy D Foundation volunteers and staff value youth and we strive to ensure that no
young person is neglected, ignored or given up on.
The Sammy D Foundation values positive role models and builds relationships upon
mutual respect, life opportunities and resilience.
The vision of the Sammy D Foundation is to:
• Provide leadership for the South Australian community to empower our youth
with the skills to make safe and informed life choices; and
• Develop a youth culture in South Australia where young people have skills,
positive attitudes and role-models to support them to reach their maximum life
potential.
The aims of the Sammy D Foundation are to:
• Measurably reduce youth crime in South Australia;
• Raise awareness of harm-causing behaviours;
• Bring families closer together;
• Nurture positive relationships, particularly mateship; and
• Provide youth with opportunities to be successful and feel valued by their
community.
Sammy D Foundation services are:
• Delivered in a positive, dynamic, energetic and responsive fashion;
• Of a high standard;
• Based on an empowerment/strengths based approach;
• Inclusive;
• Compassionate; and
• Provided with professionalism and integrity.

Sammy D Foundation Annual Report 2014
Prepared for and on behalf of the Sammy D Foundation
Presented at Annual General Meeting
May 2015
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Chairperson’s Report
Text to come.
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Executive Directors Report
What a year 2014 was for the Sammy D Foundation! With more staff joining the team and the beginning
of new programs, we saw incredible growth within our organisation. To support this growth we were
generously gifted the perfect office space by Scrap Hotline. After some TLC and a lot of blue paint we are
now settled in our offices on the corner of Daws Road and South Road at Edwardstown, or as we like to call
it Sammy D Corner. We are using the extra space to run programs for the young people we work with and
have hosted celebrations for our dedicated volunteers, as well as weekly yoga sessions with our yoga guru
Shannon Mesnil.
In January, the Foundation welcomed General Manager, David Hutton, who has an extensive background
in local community and youth programs and is a passionate White Ribbon Ambassador. Over the past 12
months, David has become a part of the Sammy D family.
Last year saw the Foundation host our first two corporate events, the first of which was our Corporate
Breakfast. Held at Adelaide Oval, the breakfast was attended by the Deputy Premier John Rau, Senator David
Fawcett, former Lord Mayor Stephen Yarwood and the Commissioner of Police Gary Burns. Former South
Australian Governor Rear Admiral Kevin Scarce accepted the role of Patron of the Sammy D Foundation
and in his speech spoke of “an inspirational organisation that is committed to achieving a positive cultural
change through our young people, both here in South Australia and across the country”.
The now inaugural Sammy D Foundation Gala Dinner was our second corporate event for the year and was
an overwhelming success. With more than 300 people in attendance, the William Magarey Room at Adelaide
Oval was filled with Foundation supporters who
gave glowing reviews of the event. Our guests were
entertained by The Voice favourites, ZK, as well as
many other young local entertainers, however the
message throughout the night was clear: we all
have a responsibility to ensure our young people
have the education and skills to enable them to
make safe, positive choices.
In the past 12 months our ever expanding programs
have seen us pass a new milestone of reaching
40,000 young people. This is 40,000 young people
who have heard Sam’s story, 40,000 young people
we have worked with in order to prevent such a
tragedy happening in our community again.
Focusing on 12-18 year olds who demonstrate
risk factors associated with long term offending,
Connect to Re-Engage was one of our exciting new
programs launched in 2014. With the final aim of
obtaining a Bronze Duke of Edinburgh Award,
the program offers intensive support which is
individually tailored to help young people build
up the skills necessary to get themselves out of the
juvenile justice system. The program culminated in a camp at the end of October to celebrate a change of
life and attitude in most of the participants.
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Executive Directors Report
Throughout 2014 we were very fortunate to gain the support of corporate organisations through various
events. Pernod Ricard kicked off this amazing corporate support in May with their Responsib’ALL Day, an
event which encouraged Pernod Ricard staff to focus on the company’s commitments to corporate social
responsibility. With this year’s event focusing on the ‘Responsible Marketing of Alcohol’, the event saw
a tribute to Sam included as part of the day and culminated in a sponsorship commitment of Sammy D
events throughout 2014.
Hansen Yunken Leighton Contractors were next in line to show support at their Masquerade Ball, followed
by Vilis at their annual Golf Day. The Foundation was the charity partner for both events and through
various fundraising activities we were able to raise vital funds to support our programs.
It was not only corporate supporters who extended support to the Foundation, a partnership with Scouts
Rally SA allowed us to spread the ‘Great Night Out’ message at their national championships rally. The
‘Great Night Out Blog-A-Van’ was taken to the Gawler Showgrounds and captured video blogs of young
people discussing issues they face when going out.
It was with great sadness that Nat Cook stepped down from her role as Executive Director as well as
stepping down from the Board to pursue a career in politics. Nat co-founded the Foundation and quite a
few tears were shed when she told us of her decision. Nat will be missed by everyone at the Foundation
and it will seem strange not having her at the next desk to ask for advice. We would like to thank her for all
of her hard work, many late nights and determination to help our youth of today. We all know that without
Nat the Foundation would not be as widely recognised as the leader and innovator in our field. We wish
her all the best in her new role as Member for Fisher and will keep doing our work in her honour.

Executive Director Neil Davis and Chairperson Brett Duncanson
addressing Sammy D Foundation Gala Dinner 2014 attendees

Executive Director Neil Davis presenting to
St Francis de Sales College students
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Programs
The Sammy D Foundation has three core programs; Impact, Party Wise and Connect. In 2014, these core
programs have expanded with many new projects commencing within them. Great Night Out, Connect
to Re-Engage and Impact: Newly Arrived Youth Safety Personal Leadership Program (iNAYS PLP) are three
examples of these projects.
In 2014, the Foundation achieved the milestone of sharing Sam’s story with more than 40,000 young
people and their families since its establishment. The final number at the end of 2014 rested at 43,424
young people.

Impact

In 2014, 198 Impact presentations were held across schools and community groups with 5,823 young
people in attendance. A total of 9,918 young people engaged in the Impact program with workshops
including cyber safety, anti-violence, bullying prevention and hip-hop dance.
Within Impact, a new program began in 2014 and continued on into 2015, called Impact: Newly Arrived
Youth Safety and Personal Leadership Program (INAYS PLP). Funded by Office for Youth and focusing on
newly arrived young people in schools, INAYS PLP comprises of three sessions; Impact with the attendance
of the Great Night Out Blog-a-Van, Anti-Violence workshops and Cyber Safety/Bullying presentations with
workshops. The project targeted ten schools, which had high levels of New Arrival students, to participate
in all three sessions. The workshops for the New Arrival students were facilitated by culturally and
linguistically diverse (CALD) peer leaders in conjunction with our staff.
In 2014, Blackwood High School was the first school to receive the INAYS PLP program with a further
nine schools locked in for Term One 2015. The program was well received at Blackwood High School
with students engaging with the material and the messages from the Foundation. A large percentage of
new arrival students at Blackwood were from Asian countries where Facebook was prohibited. Students
commented on the usefulness of the cyber safety presentation particularly, as they were using social
media for the first time.

INAYS PLP Peer Leaders; Ali Sarwari, Ashley Pauly and
Emmanuel Irra at Blackwood High School

Program Coordinators Alisha and Alex conducting a Bullying
Prevention Workshop at Broadview Football Club
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Party Wise
In 2014, 39 Party Wise forums were delivered in school and community groups, a 41% increase from
2013. The Foundation has continued to work collaboratively in 2014 with SA Police and South Australian
Ambulance Service, delivering to 3742 young peopls, a 51% increase from 2013.

2014 Program Highlight
On 26 November the Sammy D Foundation traveled to the Eyre Peninsula to present
Party Wise to Streaky Bay Area School and Wudinna Area Schoo. Staff became FIFO (Fly
In, Fly Out) workers for the day and travelled approximately 2000km’s by car and plane to
present the program along withworkshops to Streaky Bay and Wudinna Area Schools.
Students were enthralled by the Impact presentation and engaged with the alcohol and
other drug presentation and workshops. Plenty of positive feedback was received from
both schools, see some of these comments below.
The Foundation loves travelling to regional areas to spread our messages and 2014 also
saw staff visit the Murraylands, Tintinara, Karoonda, Moonta and Nuriootpa. We are
hoping to increase the number of regional trips in 2015.

“It was fantastic, informative, thought
provoking [and] emotional.”

Sammy D staff with students at
Streaky Bay Area School

“With the strong personal message
from Neil, the students could see from
a dad’s perspective the pain that can
result from one senseless act.”

“I loved the
presentation, very
thought provoking.”
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Connect

Once again the demand for our Connect program in 2014 remained high especially our one-on-one
mentoring services. Ongoing community matches and additional Youth Justice mentoring programs
have demonstrated great successes and reinforced the need for specialised mentoring services.

Connect – Mentor Program

Connect continued to provide young people considered at risk of being or becoming disengaged and/
or socially isolated the opportunity to work one-on-one with a specialised mentor. The program offered
clients the chance to work with a mentor for 1-2 hours per week, providing routine and stability along
with a positive role model that may be missing from their lives. Our mentors’ focus is to provide support
and to empower their mentees to make positive choices and to link them with other agencies or
organisations that may be of benefit to them. In 2014 the program successfully engaged with 26 young
people using the charitable dollar fundraised throughout the year, as well as 14 Connect to Re-engage
participants. 20 mentees have successfully been transitioned from the program, with 6 continuing to
work with their mentors and a host of new matches commencing in 2015.

Connect to Re-engage (C2R)

The C2R program, a state government funded, early intervention and diversionary program, is designed
to support 30 young people at risk of long term engagement in the Youth Justice system.
By providing young people who are experiencing initial interactions with the Youth Justice system with
access to positive role models and pro social activities, the aim of this program is to increase protective
factors against the development of recidivist behaviour. The program provides access to specialised
mentoring and a life skill development group program based on the Duke of Edinburgh award and offers
an intensive, individually tailored and heavily relational support service for young people.
In 2014 we began our first round of C2R with a total of 14 participants with the following outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

65% of participants did not re-offend during the period of the program.
75% completed the initial mentoring phase
75% completed the initial mentoring and program phase
65% completed the entire program including participation in the follow up phase
80% of young people began or continued a pro-social activity

Connect – Dream It

Operating at Parafield Gardens High School once again, the Dream It program completed its fourth
successful year supporting young people transitioning into high school. The program provided training
to young people to become positive leaders within their peer groups and in a broader community
setting. Now a SACE subject within the school, dance is taught within the school curriculum, with the
Foundation supporting the peer leadership and transition education.

Connect - Community Engagement Program

In 2014 the Community Engagement Program has again supported young people to become involved
in pro-social community activities where they otherwise were not able to. These activities included
football and surfing. The Foundation provides these young people with the financial support to be able
to undertake these activities.
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Great Night Out
The Great Night Out campaign, which was designed to curb alcohol fuelled violence in and around
entertainment precincts, came to an end in October 2014. The inital campaign conclusion date of April
2014, was extended for a further six months allowing for increased engagement. By the end of the entire
campaign period, the Great Night Out Blog-a-Van visited 161 locations, recorded 300 video blogs and
reached 6,587 people between the ages of 18-30 years old.
Key events that the Great Night Out Blog-a-Van attended included; Soundwave, Clipsal 500, The Adelaide
Fringe Opening Parade, Brighton Jetty Classic, Schutzenfest, Glenelg Australia Day Party, University
Orientation Week Events, Groovin’ the Moo, True Grit and the Adelaide Sports and Fitness Expo.
As part of the campaign, councils and other organisations were given the opportunity to host subgrant events. There were seven applications approved, with the following applicants hosting an event;
Multicultural Community Council of SA, Avon District Hall, Brain Injury Network of South Australia (BINSA),
HIVE 12 Twenty Five, Northern Sound System, City of Port Augusta and Port Pirie Regional Council.
The Great Night Out campaign was highly successful, both with exposure of the Foundation and the key
messages of the campaign. With the campaign finished, the Blog-a-Van is utilised in other programs, such
as Impact: Newly Arrived Youth Safety Personal Leadership Program, and also continues to attend community
events.

South Australian Police (SAPOL) and the Foundation

SAPOL and the Sammy D Foundation have together supplied more than 50,000 beer coasters to licensed
venues across SA in joint awareness campaigns under the Great Night Out umbrella. SAPOL have been
involved with the Foundation from it’s establishment, with Neil and Nat presenting for the very first time at
the Darlington Primary School Year 7 SAPOL Blue Light Program in 2009.
SAPOL and the Foundation continue to work
collaboratively on early intervention, education
and awareness programs, with the Foundation
becoming a regular part of the Sturt LSA Blue
Light Program in three schools annually delivering
both Impact and alcohol and other drug sessions.
As well as providing expert input to various
crime prevention programs SAPOL takes part in
community and school based Party Wise programs
offering information about legal obligations for
party hosts and what SAPOL’s role is in terms of
keeping our community safe.

Promotional beer coasters delivered to
licensed venues across SA
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Student Placement
I am studying a Bachelor of Psychological Science degree at University of South Australia with the
intention of furthering my study in a Masters of Criminology. During my final year I have been given the
opportunity to participate in student placement with the Sammy D Foundation which has been nothing
short of a significant learning experience relevant for both my studies and to personally understand the
importance and need of the services they offer.
Assisting the dedicated staff on workshops and presentations to schools, including a leadership day at a
Parafield Gardens High School Camp, attending youth week events and observing the behind the scenes
hard work in the office has really outlined that youth can and do benefit from the Sammy D message that
promotes and educates on safe choices and brings awareness to the importance of mateship.
I have found that the programs/services offered by Sammy D Foundation are effective as they reach out
on a personal level, their services are relevant and applicable to all youth. I have enjoyed this learning
experience and commend the Sammy D Foundation staff for their amazing efforts and dedication and
can see that their hard work is driven by passion.
For anybody who wishes to offer their time as a volunteer or students looking for work placement I
would strongly recommend doing so at the Sammy D Foundation.
Abbey Burke
Work placement student and volunteer.

Parafield Gardens High School Year 8 Camp - Leadership Program
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Volunteers
Staff and Board Members would like to thank all of our Volunteers for their ongoing support and
commitment throughout 2014
We appreciate the remarkable time and energy they put into helping out in so many different areas.
From office administration to events and mentoring, our work in supporting and educating thousands of
young people each year, would not be possible without our dedicated volunteers.
In 2014 this incredible group of volunteers collectively contributed 4375 hours to which we are sincerely
grateful.
While we recognize and value the skills, knowledge and commitment of each and every one of our
volunteers, our Honour Roll (below) acknowledges volunteers who reached significant volunteer
milestones in 2014.
Along with our volunteers the Foundation would like to extend this thank you to our staff and Board
members who show continued loyalty and dedication volunteering extra time at various events,

2014 Honour Roll
50+ Hours

100+ Hours

200+ Hours

500+ Hours

1000+ Hours

Sharyn Bollenhagen
Luke Broomhall
Sarah Collins
Fiona Curnow
Zoe Daniel
Amanda Dover
Alisha Dutschke
Karen Ferguson
Doreen George
Sally Martin
Shauna O’Brien
Chrissie Paterson
Naomi Pearson
Heather Riddell
Aneleise Truman
Sherie Walczak
Luke Weddell
Paula Wilkinson
Anya Zakeri

Quinn Arrowsmith
Jessie Bennie
Kevin Foley
Katrine Hildyard
Sarah Hutchinson
Daniel Lowe
Steve Olech
Esther Rosen
Melissa Tedmanson
Zane Treleven
Chris Whittington
Anna Wienert

Julie Cook
Brett Duncanson
Joey Kemplay-Hill
Dale Mazzachi
Kylie Scholz
Matt Skrokov

Peter Hislop

Nat Cook
Neil Davis
Janine Hook
Aimee Mitchell

Sammy D Foundation staff and volunteers at the annual
Sammy D Volunteer Christmas Celebration
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A Volunteer’s Story
Volunteering at the Sammy D Foundation has been an amazing experience for me. The Foundation has
given me the opportunity to give back to the community through their programs but has also given me
the chance to educate myself and create future career pathways.
I began volunteering at the beginning of the Great Night Out campaign, which I really enjoyed. The
campaign allowed me to travel to different locations and help raise awareness around alcohol fuelled
violence. Later down the track I became involved with workshops delivered to schools. Watching Neil
Davis deliver an Impact presentation for the first time and the way he engaged with the students using
the power of his words was truly inspiring.
During my time at the Sammy D Foundation I have met many great staff members and volunteers,
each with their own individual motive to stay passionate and driven towards this great cause. Spending
time helping around the office has been a great experience; the whole team has created a comfortable
working environment where everybody feels welcome and appreciated. The Sammy D Foundation
has truly set a positive example for all their volunteers, helping them reach new heights through their
volunteering experience.
Being involved with the Foundation has opened up many new pathways. It has shown me this is the
kind of work I could picture myself doing for many years to come. I have now completed a Diploma in
Youth Justice and thanks to my experience here at the Foundation, I will be taking my learnings further
by studying Social Work at University. I look forward to creating more opportunities where I can help
contribute to the community.
Zane Treleven
Volunteer

Zane Treleven at the Adelaide Fringe 2014 Street Party

Zane Treleven and Luke Weddell at the
2014 Sunday Mail City-Bay
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Events
Sammy D Comedy Gala 2014

The Sammy D Foundation’s 2014 Comedy Gala proved once again to be an afternoon of side-splitting
entertainment. Held at the magnificent Adelaide Town Hall as part of the Adelaide Fringe Festival, and cohosted by Damian Callinan and Mickey D, the event saw a huge line up of 21 local and international guests
including Denise Scott, Frank Woodley, Heath Franklin, Tom Ballard and Michael Bowley.

Sammy D Quiz Night 2014

The Sammy D Team had a blast at its 50s themed Quiz Night on Saturday 16 August, with the event, held at
the Clovelly Park Memorial Community Centre, the biggest quiz night yet! More than 200 people were in
attendance on the night and with an abundance of poodle skirts, leather jackets and hair gel, guests went
to great efforts to embrace the rockin’ 50s theme.

Sammy D Corporate Golf Day 2014

The Sammy D Golf day was held on October 24, and was a perfect day for golf at Thaxted Park Golf Club,
who were again wonderful hosts. Our golfers had the run of the course enjoying breakfast thanks to On
The Run, Vilis products throughout the morning, on course challenges/fundraisers and some friendly
competition. The hole in one remained elusive despite the lure of the fabulous Kia from Wayne Phillis
automotive. Thank you to our guest speakers for the event, Russell Ebert and Brad Ebert as well as our
emcee Corey Wingard.

Sammy D Foundation Gala Dinner 2014

The inaugural Sammy D Foundation Gala Dinner held on Saturday 8 November was an overwhelming
success. The room sparkled and feedback from guests was glowing. More than 150 people - dinner guests
and Foundation supporters - attended the Peace Walk just prior to the dinner, commencing at Parliament
House and finishing Adelaide Oval.
Dinner guests were entertained by a number of talented young performers over the night as well as The
Voice favourite ZK and local Beatles cover band The Fab Four. Guests remembered those who had lost
their lives to one punch incidents and the impact of this violence was reinforced by Sam’s story, shared by
Neil Davis, and the stories of survivors Brodie Statham and Jason Lindsley.

Sammy D Foundation Gala Dinner 2014 table settings

Luke McGregor performing at the
Sammy D Comedy Gala 2014
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Community Engagement
10 Jan		
18 Jan		
23 Jan		
26 Jan		
02 Feb		
27 Feb		
28 Feb		
01 Mar
02 Mar
23 Mar
05 Apr		
06 Apr		
27 Apr		
18 May
23 May
01 Jun		
22 Jun		
26 Jul		
02 Aug
16 Aug
20 Sep
21 Sep
17 Oct		
26 Oct		
14 Nov
09 Dec

Schützenfest 					Adelaide
McLaren Vale Harvest Festival			McLaren Vale
Making Healthy Choices Expo			
Northern Sound System
Australian Day Party 				Glenelg
Brighton Jetty Classic				Brighton
Flinders Uni O’Fiesta 				Flinders University
Uni SA Gear Up Festival				Uni SA
Soundwave 						Bonython Park
Clipsal 500 					Adelaide
Latin America Fiesta 				Adelaide
FRESH 92.7 Misfits Birthday Block Party		
Fowlers Live
Salisbury Youth Week Event 			
Salisbury Recreation Precinct
True Grit						Caudo Vineyard - Cadell
Adelaide Sports Fitness Expo 			
Adelaide Showgrounds
Aboriginal Power Cup				Alberton Oval
Thunderbirds 					Netball SA Stadium
Southern Expressway Community Launch
Reynella
Volleyball SA State League - Round 12		
Mt Lofty Community Sports Centre
Scouts Rally SA					Gawler Showground
Australian Tattoo and Body Art Expo		
Adelaide Showgrounds
Southern Football League Grand Final		
South Adelaide Football Club
Sunday Mail City-Bay Fun Run			Glenelg
Reynella Primary School Twilight Fair		 Reynella
Youth Fest						Eden Hills
Adelaide Bite Baseball Game			Norwood
Youth Expo						Kilburn Flexi Centre

Sammy D Foundation supporters at the Sunday Mail City-Bay 2014

Great Night Out Blog-A-Van at the
Adelaide Bite Baseball
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Corporate Supporters
Thank you to our Corporate Supporters who have provided invaluable support and generous
commitment to the Sammy D Foundation. The support of organisations assists us to continue to grow
our important programs and further develop our work with at risk youth.

Scrap Hotline

Australian Fire and First Aid

Cheap as Chips

Allbiz Supplies

Channel 7

Norman Waterhouse Lawyers

5AA

Phil Hoffman Travel

Nova 91.9

Wayne Phillis Automotive

Fresh 92.7

May Real Estate

Pernod Ricard

Quest Serviced Apartments
King William

Lion
On The Run

Instinctive Driving

Vili’s

Hansen Yunken Leighton
Contractors

The Brompton, Woodville and
Strathmore Hotels

Magain Real Estate
Woodcroft

Warradale Hotel

Serafino Wines

Smartline Personal Mortgage
Advisers – Blackwood

Chain of Ponds Wines
Majella Wines

Australian Hotels Association
(SA)

Hedonist Wines

Novatech

Macaw Creek Wines

Adelaide Signs

Deakin Estate Wines

Maughan Thiem Hyundai

Petaluma Wines

Apollo Print and Promotion
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Sammy D Foundation
T:
E:

08 8374 1678
info@sammyd.org.au
facebook.com/sammydfoundation

PO Box 19, Parkholme SA 5043
www.sammydfoundation.org.au
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